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Abstract. Share experiences in Web rely on connections and data exchange, 
while social networks provide means of update about an interest through 
people’s lenses. Our knowledge acquisition process can be an optimized and a 
nice experience when we meet other’s who share same interests. This paper 
describes a social match model that focus in managing web data connections 
in a microblogging. Based on Twitter’s data, we developed level of knowledge 
indicators and identified profile traces, which together, can offer a more 
precise people recommendation.  

1. Introduction 

Our research goal is to offer optimization in knowledge acquisition process by 
approaching people with similar interests. Giving the information from one person to 
another who shares particular similar interest, offering new trends of data search and 
optimizing the learning curve, since it shows themes that have been already explored 
instead of starting a search from scratch. As consequence we also have a strengthening 
of social network, when it’s known that the new information is going to be shared with, 
collaborative learning is enabled. 

In Section 2, we describe the reasons we decided to adopt microblogging as the 
environment. We describe it and detail its usage dynamic, and also presents the related 
bibliography. Section 3 explicates the social match model proposed and implementation 
details. In Section 4, we explore related works and the research relevance.  Finally we 
pointed out some conclusions and future proceedings. 

2. Microblogging 

Research about Microblogging has been increased, since 2007, one year after the most 
popular service Twitter has been created. Several papers started to evaluate its messages 
content and user’s intention and behavior (Java et al, 2007) (Krishnamurthy et al, 2008) 
(Miller, 2008) (Voida et al, 2008). It was also discussed in practices such as mobile-
georeference systems (Barkhuus et al, 2008); semantic and distributed approach 
(Passant et al, 2008) and social media usage for disaster responses (Sutton et al, 2008).   
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Basically, microblogging is a platform that allows sending messages with only 
140 characters.  It depends on users account logins in platform such as Twitter, our main 
reference once is the first and most popular (Watters, 2010). 

 Profile information (name, location, web address and short biography) can be 
inputted to offer more traces about user’s personality and interests. Friend’s selection is 
also required, when user starts following your friends and in future, can be followed by 
them. So, a friend is defined as a following or/and a follower, in a relationship that can 
be asymmetric. Thus any person that a user follows doesn’t have to follow another user. 
Users can only manage a friend that is following in actions such as: group friends in a 
list, report to a spam, unfollow or block. This last option eliminates all the reciprocity 
and messages that has been sent. Then, the blocked person is eliminated from user’s 
social network. This action has a stronger consequence than stop following the friend, 
which is also a follower once a user can stop following but friends can still receive this 
user’s message. Other relevant aspect is that Twitter motivates the following 
engagement. If there is someone who starts following a user, and user doesn’t want to, 
the only option is user blocks or report to spam.  

Messages can be sent or received, and all are stored in public timeline (a 
sequence of messages of user, following and follower friends organized in a reverse 
time). All messages are public and the whole microblogging members can access them, 
they do not even need to be friends.  When a message is received, a user can reply to 
another user or resend (retweet) to the followers, which will still appear in the user and 
the followers’ public timeline.  

Usually, a user replies friends’ messages that were sent either or not by them. 
When a retweet occurs, it shows that the user believes that the message is interesting 
enough to be widespread to its followers. Reputation is important in social networking, 
so most often users are careful when resending information from others. All tweet 
messages cannot be reedited once sent to public timeline; the only option is delete after 
it. In order to analyze content, retweets must be eliminated, once it repeats the previous 
messages, but for connection analysis, it is relevant to be considered. The more people 
retweet user’s messages the more it indicates that a user has important and relevant 
content to be seen. Private messages can be sent only to friends that are also its 
followers.  

In Figure 1, the user’s public timeline  (messages with time and origin) is shown 
together with, the number of following and follower friends, the number of direct 
messages and tweets sent by user. In messages content, it shows the person or the 
company that sends the message and URL (starts with http). The symbol @ identifies 
people that are mentioned in the message. 
 



  

 
Figure 1.   User’s Public Timeline of microblogging Twitter. 

 

Messages can be set as favorite (by clicking in a star in the left side of message, which 
turns yellow) and can contain links (additional content represented by URL) and hash 
tags (words initiated with # that is an aggregation resource of interest topic   and the 
following characters cannot have %! etc and no spaces. E.g.: #iloveworldcup). Figure 2 
depicts an example of message that cites the hash tag #GER in screen 1.  

When we click in the hash tag link, screen 2 shows all microblogging members 
(not necessarily user’s friend) who posted messages with the same hash tag, in order to 
express opinions about the world cup game Germany x Australia. During that time, 
people communicate in various languages and much more through feelings and points of 
view about football game than discussing. The environment becomes a spontaneous 
place where people share the same interest in a specific given time. After the game is 
over, the hash tag #GER is less used and the interest moves to another #hash tag, 
possibly the next game, for example.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 
                Screen 1 

 
             Screen 2 

Figure 2.  Use of hash tags in Public Timeline of Twitter. 

Once interests are volatile, tenuous, unstable, and temporary, encompassing 
different user’s aggregations around them, it is important to understand much more the 
interest’s relations beyond connections than the content exchange, once it can be easily 
obsolete.  The hypothesis of this work concerns in exploring ways to optimize the 
process of acquiring information, once current resources don’t consider the strength of 
social networking for monitoring interests: filters with manual search (e.g.: Google);  
alerts (e.g.: Google Alert); Registration by e-mail (Blog) or group (e.g.:Googlegroups); 
feeds (e.g.: RSS); social bookmarks (e.g.: Delicious), aggregators (e.g.: FriendFeed, 
Netvibes), metasearch (e.g.: Mr.Taggy), recommendation engines (e.g.: Amazon, 
Submarine). 

 

2.1. Microblogging Dynamic Example 

To better understand these dynamics, we performed a study observing the flow of 
Twitter messages during the event at the World Cup, the match between Germany and 
Ghana during the first stage of the championship. 

 We use the TweetDeck to do it so once Twitter interface doesn’t provide 
visualization resources that combine multiple follows. And it seems not be Twitter’s 
developers intention once they delivered an API to allow several third parties free 
services assist on facilities and personalization tasks. Tweet Deck is an example (Figure 



  

3) and it is a desktop application where users can customize with columns, groups, 
saved searches and automatic updates helping user to effortlessly stay updated with the 
people and topics you care about.  It can also seen what people are saying about you and 
join the conversation by tweeting, sharing photos, videos or links directly. Figure 3 
shows columns that organize messages that mentions the user (left column), direct 
messages (center) and all public timeline (right), when user and user’s friends messages 
are organized as the way as they appears. 

 

 
Figure 3.  TwitterDeck Panel 

 In Figure 4, there are two columns were created in order to follow posts from: 
#ger, Germany team and #gha, Ghana football team. During event, the message flow is 
continuous and overwhelming. It can see that users are unknown, around a sharing 
interest: express themselves during the game and even after, with post of comments. 
Filter information is quite tough. For example: #ger #eua #esp in left first message  only 
indicates that user wants to force that this countries be in top  trending ranking tags list 
presented in Twitter´s main page. There are other messages that show only URL – the 
first message in right show that is a picture sent by @YveFerreira. The main challenge 
is identify messages patterns that are not considered in social match model during the 
interest filtering. Heterogeneity and data redundancy must be considered and also the 
understanding that users declare tags not just to classify its messages content, but 
express feelings, highlight them. For example, a message “I don´t like Football! 
#isuffertheconsequences.” The tag is much more to stress some fun or feeling than 
classified the previous text. Other aspect is that in both columns there are people 
cheering for Germany and Ghana, so information relevant is much more in people than 
in content itself, which can be ambiguous. User can find an interesting message and 
retweet. The retweeted person will see it in mention´s column (Figure 3) and can trace if 



  

the person is interesting to follow or not. All process is manually analyzed, and we offer 
a perspective in helping filtering and identifying profile patterns around a specific 
interest. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Columns #GER and #GHA 

3. Social Matching Model 

As mentioned before, microblogging is a public environment where people express 
themselves in a free, spontaneous and fast way. Its potential in providing useful 
information depends on matching member’s connections with member’s interests. It 
means that if someone shares similar interests with me about one or more themes, it is 
high relevant to follow him/her, and after that, I have to evaluate if, in fact, this new 
“friend” has been providing insights about my interests.  Whenever I judge that this 
relation is not relevant any more I can just stop following and stop receiving messages 
as well. But if I have a plenty of different interests inside and outside of established 
social network in Twitter, how this process can be optimized?  Our proposal is 
implement a recommendation engine that will execute the following steps. 

 

 

 

 

 



  

1. User assign to #twintera!  

2. Engine will extract indicators not interest-related and will send to user 

3. User will inform interest 

4. Engine will look in user social network to identify who has more occurrences 
with the interest.  

5. The user will pass through profile patterns identified by Bayesian net and will 
be selected (more details in Section 3.1) 

6. The recommended result (Figure 5) will be sent by short URL and user will be 
click on a link and will see a map with users, profile and complementary interests. The 
main point is visualize the interest (In Figure 5, the example is Microblogging); people 
recommended (starts with @) and their complementary interests (starts with #). This 
complementary information is the key for user awareness of the reason of 
recommendation and other trendy interests that will be possible to share with. It helps 
also user analysis of people recommended without accessing their profile and public 
timeline.  

7. Check if next 24 hours user follows some person recommendation and 48 
hours if unfollow. It avoids that people use strategies to create artificially more 
followers (once it means more status) such as: user follows a person, then the person 
follows back. One day later, user unfollows that person, who keeps the follower relation. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.  Recommendation Map Result 

 

3.1. Knowledge Indicators 

In order to provide more accurate recommendation we need to identify the level of 
knowledge of user. It is a way to identify his state in microblogging and its relevant 
contribution. We propose three levels of knowledge profiles: enthusiasts, specialists and 



  

apprentices. To set them, we mapped indicators from user’s social networks activities 
and functionalities in Twitter.  

 In Table 1, there are the indicator´s description and an example of three profiles 
from @svrabl public timeline in Twitter: @svrabl – enthusiasts, @engelbrecht2 – 
apprentice and @edchi – specialist. Depending on the interest, the user can be a 
specialist, enthusiast or apprentice. All profiles were selected freely. As the data is 
constantly changing, we are taking stats for day 18th June 2010.  The example numbers 
for each profile x indicator were taken for third party services that uses Twitter API and 
from Twitter itself.   During the indicators example process we realize that there is no a 
social matching engine that encompasses our entire indicators proposal. We believe that 
is due to Twitter offers some limitations in traffic for using your data, issue that we will 
have to deal in implementation phases.  

 Indicators are spread in many services (see the footnotes). The values  TBE (to 
be extracted) means that we need to implement a program to identify those numbers in 
order to analyze, select data and establish patterns. 

  Our hypothesis is that specialists are partially active, with homogeneous 
interests, shared in a much reduced number of messages which explore more 
professional activities. Enthusiasts are very active, with heterogeneous interests, shared 
in very large number of messages, explored emotions which also describes more 
activities and feelings. Usually using hash tags with personal meaning (# iconfessthat). 
Apprentice is a newcomer in some interest that starts your relationship with friends in a 
smaller group. 

 Ouslavirta et al (2009) identified in Jaiku microblogging that enthusiasts are 
more active, (average of 212 posts sent), better networked (around of 35 following and 
38 followers) and veteran user (average of 85 days of retention). Their practices are 
extremely interactive: “Although they make up only 2.5% of the user population, they 
are responsible for 30% of all Jaiku (messages) and 46% of all comments sent. In 
addition, they likely influence and receive attention from the non-enthusiasts.” 

 

Table 1. Indicator Data x Profile Traces 

Aspects Indicators1 Description @svrabl – 
enthusiasts 

@engelbrecht2 
– apprentice 

@edchi - 
specialist 

Profile Link Additional  content 
field “Web” in Twitter 

http://svrabl.w
ordpress.com/ 

No specified http://www.edc
hi.net 

Biography Field with 160 
characters containing 
user self-description or 
explicated interest. 

# Msc Thesis 
#microblogging, 

#social 
education, 
#informal 

learning #social 
matching 

#recommendati

No specified Augmented 
Social 

Cognition; Area 
Manager at 

PARC; HCI and 
Social 

Computing 
Researcher 

                                                 
1 Information extracted manually from http://twitter. Those exceptions are informed. 

http://www.edchi.net/
http://www.edchi.net/
http://twitter/


  

Aspects Indicators1 Description @svrabl – 
enthusiasts 

@engelbrecht2 
– apprentice 

@edchi - 
specialist 

on systems 
#bayern 

muenchen 
#mario gomez 

#flamenco 
#tchibo 

Location User´s physical 
geography 

Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil 

No specified Palo Alto, 
California 

Joined on2 Date of registering on 
Twitter 

2009-02-04 2010-06-03 2007-10-05 

Grade3 Impact analysis.  
Evaluates power, reach 
and authority of a 
twitter account 

65% 29% 96% 

Following Number of Twitter 
others users that 
@user subscribe to 
follow their Tweets or 
updates on the site  

63 2 286 

Followers Quantity of other 
Twitter users you have 
chosen to follow on 
the site 

41 3 686 

Listed Quantity of another 
Twitter user's list that 
@user is included 

2 0 80 

Tweets Quantity of a message 
posted by @user in 
Twitter  

616 18 827 

Trustiness Spam Do not consider 
people that have only 
symbols in profile. Also 
discard people with 
many followers and 
followings, but with 
few messages. Do not 
consider sex links. 

See Figure 6 See Figure 6 See Figure 6 

Reciprocity4 Following Quantity of @user's 
following these 
people, but they're not 
following @user back.  

36 1 112 

Fans Quantity of people 15 2 512 

                                                 
2 Using results from http://twitter.grader.com/  
3 Using results from http://twitter.grader.com/ 
4 Using results from http://friendorfollow.com/ 

http://twitter.com/svrabl
http://twitter.com/svrabl
http://twitter.grader.com/
http://twitter.grader.com/
http://friendorfollow.com/


  

Aspects Indicators1 Description @svrabl – 
enthusiasts 

@engelbrecht2 
– apprentice 

@edchi - 
specialist 

who are following 
@user, but @user not 
following them back. 

Friends Quantity of people 
who are following 
@user and @user's 
following them back.  

24 1 174 

User 

Activity 

Inactive5 People you are 
following who hasn't 
updated their Twitter 
status (tweeted) in the 
past 30 days 

18 22 0 

Active % active people that 
user follows and is also 
a follower 

TBE TBE TBE 

Followers Quantity of  follower 
messages sent during a 
day 

TBE TBE TBE 

Following Quantity of following 
messages sent during a 
day 

TBE TBE TBE 

Tweets 

Timeline6 

Tweets Day Average of Nr. Tweets 
per day 

7 2,5 3,7 

Tweets 
Month 

Average of Nr. Tweets 
per month 

53 18 54 

Retweet % of total tweets   
@user retweet 

1,52% of total 
tweets 

No specified 31,89% of total 
tweets 

Replies to % of  total  tweets 
@user replies to 

25,8% of total 
tweets 

22,2% 27,63% of total 
tweets 

Total 
Messages 

%  message sent x 
receipt during a day 

TBE TBE TBE 

New 
Associations 

 Followers Quantity of new 
followers 

TBE TBE TBE 

 Unfollowers Quantity of new 
unfollowers 

TBE TBE TBE 

Active 
Followers 

Quantity of new 
followers and that is 
also active 

TBE TBE TBE 

Active 
Unfollowers  

Quantity of new 
unfollowers and that is 

TBE TBE TBE 

                                                 
5 Using http://twitoria.com 
6 Using http://tweetstats.com/ 
 

http://twitter.com/svrabl
http://twitter.com/svrabl
http://twitoria.com/
http://tweetstats.com/


  

Aspects Indicators1 Description @svrabl – 
enthusiasts 

@engelbrecht2 
– apprentice 

@edchi - 
specialist 

also active 

Popularity Mentions to 
user 

Quantity of messages 
that mentions 
@username 

TBE TBE TBE 

People that 
retweets 
most to user 

Identify who retweet 
more to user. Check if 
they are in user’s 
friends. 

TBE TBE TBE 

People that 
user most 
retweet 

Identify who are those 
user retweet most.  
Check if they are in 
user’s friends. 

TBE TBE TBE 

Favorite 
friends 

Identify who are those 
ones that user 
indicates a favorite 
message 

TBE TBE TBE 

Interests By 
User 

Volume of # 
from @user 

Identify at the same 
time, the hash tags 
and people more cited 
in user messages 

TBE TBE TBE 

Interests By 
Popularity 

Volume # Quantity Hash tags 
that user most uses 

TBE TBE TBE 

Interests By 
Frequency  

New # New Hash tags that 
user most uses 

TBE TBE TBE 

Interests By 
Additional 
content 

Volume de 
links 

Quantity of links sent 
by user, not 
considering retweet 
messages. 

TBE TBE TBE 

Interests by 
Repetition 
Grade 

Retweets/To
tal of 
Messages 

%of messages that 
user retweets/total of 
messages sent by user. 

TBE TBE TBE 

Interests by 
# activity  

# hashtags 
more used in 
a given 
moment 

Compare if the user 
#hash tag in sent 
messages is in also 
Twitter main tags 

TBE TBE TBE 

Interests by 
inactivity 
grade 

#hashtags in 
time  

Time that a hash tag 
was previous used, 
than turns inactive, 
and then returns to 
message sent by user. 

TBE TBE TBE 

 

 



  

 
Figure 6.  Example of Spam Profile in Twitter 

 

6. Related Works 

Degirmencioglu et al (2010) proposes a more efficient model to identify relevant content 
in microblogging, comparing what people report and their actual contributions, based on 
the premise that the most popular are not always the highest contributors. To do so, it 
ignores the explicit categorization of the user (lists, groups, etc.), processes information, 
reducing them to keywords that represent the nature of the content. Then, identifies the 
community of interest based on the user.  

There are third party services to facilitate access to information of 
microblogging. For this study, we identified three main areas, shown in Figure 7.  

We stress as its main limitation the fact that most recommendations of people is 
obtained by crossing common friends of the network where the user does not inform the 
subject of interest. The results are not always explained, but when they are, come in a 
list format and users have to manually identify the complementary interests of each. 
Furthermore, the search for information requires the user to clarify your topic of interest, 
and we consider this assumption in our model. 

There are also services that use forms of maps, graphs and arcs to show the 
timeline of the messages. There is no, however, a unique service that combines all of 
these perspectives and, therefore, we propose the interaction #! as a prototype to serve 
this purpose. 

Silva (2009) presents a model of social combination that appoints people based 
on their similar interests in a social bookmarking tool. Differs from the work proposed 
here by the characteristics of the environment, the method of viewing the results of the 
recommendation be on lists, not offering additional interests from persons 
recommended by and adopt a heuristic method as Pearson's correlation. 

 



  

 

 
Figure 7.  Microblogging Services and #twintera! 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Works 

Microblogging is not just a trend, but an ecosystem platform that integrates people and 
provides constant and fluid information. Its adoption has increased publications 
significantly on this subject. We presented how to use and what are the main possible 
actions in the platform, using Twitter as reference. 

We also describe our social matching model, as a way to provide information 
search by connections, rather than focusing in content. We propose indicators to identify 
profile and levels of knowledge, aiming to provide people premium recommendation. 

The model will recommend people with similar interests and show their 
complementary ones and it is planned to be implemented using Twitter API. 

The future works firstly consists on refining profile and level of knowledge 
indicators, identifying patterns. Secondly, the recommendation engine will be validated 
in an experiment in order to confirm that it can provide enhance knowledge acquisition 
by amplifying connections and approaching people with similar interests. 
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